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An educational tour to Wanakbori weir and other canal structures along Narmada Main Canal near
Sevalia (Ta. Galteshwar) was arranged for Third Year B. Tech. (Civil) students on Saturday, 20th
January, 2018 by Civil Engineering Department. The tour was organized for these students to
supplement the theory and tutorial classes through practical exposure to the irrigation structures in the
course “CE306: Irrigation Engineering” which they study during the current semester. There were
98 students accompanied by four faculty members who joined the tour by two buses provided by
Charutar Vidya Mandal (CVM).

The students reached Wanakbori weir site at 10.00 am. The students observed the weir from “view
point” and received different preliminary information about the structure. They moved to the weir site
where Mr. J. B. Vaghela, Deputy Executive Engineer, Nadiad Irrigation Sub Division, Nadiad
explained and discussed the technical aspects of the Mahi Irrigation Project. The students visited
different areas of the site and observed Main weir, Hydro-plus Fuse Gates, Scouring Sluices, Head

Regulator and Micro Hydro power unit. They raised different queries regarding the structures which
were addressed to by Mr. Vaghela and accompanying faculty members.

After Lunch at the weir site, the students moved along the Narmada Main Canal near Sevalia to visit
and understand different canal structures. They reached a Cross Regulator on the canal. The students
and faculty members have the opportunity to interact with Chief Engineer (Canals), Mr. M. B. Patel,
SSNNL, Gandhinagar and his team. The students were benefited a lot by this interaction.

They also, visited Mahi Aqueduct site constructed to carry Narmada Main Canal across the Mahi river.
It’s a gigantic irrigation structure and students came to know the importance of such cross drainage
works in canal system.

The students returned back at BVM in the evening. Dr. S. D. Dhiman, Dr. H. V. Patel, Prof. (Mrs)
Neha Patel and Prof. A. A. Amin from Civil Engineering department provided all the technical and
other support to the students for the tour. Principal Dr. I. N. Patel and Dr. L. B. Zala, Head of the Civil
Engineering Department extended their wholehearted support for tour permission and transportation
facilities for the tour.

